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INGSLEY PARK 24 –

Ready To Run’s Notation

gave the partnership its first

winner when storming to

success in a mile and a half handicap at

Southwell on December 17.

The three-year-old Poet’s Voice filly, a

winner over course and distance in

October, faced six rivals at Southwell,

including the four-year-old Hermocrates,

whom she had beaten by a neck on her

previous Southwell win. The filly had

already finished second for the

partnership, again at Southwell, when just

losing out to Sky Power by half a length,

the pair 11 lengths clear of the third horse,

Cold Harbour.

Ridden by Oliver Stammers, Notation

was away smartly from the stalls and

always raced prominently. Taking the lead

from Dusk with half a mile to run, the

filly went clear three furlongs out, and she

pulled further clear in the closing stages.

Remarkably, passing the post she was 16 lengths clear of

Hermocrates in second, with Bay of Naples taking the minor

honours a further length in arrears.

This was a second career success for Notation. Despite a

hike in her rating on account of the ease of this win, she

looks very comfortable on Southwell’s Fibresand surface

and will surely progress still further.

Her dam, Party Line, was trained by Mark to win five

times, four over a mile and a half and once over 14 furlongs,

in Musselburgh’s Archerfield Cup.
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Notation flies home

OR the first time, the annual Kingsley

Park Partnerships Day had to be held

virtually, on account of the coronavirus

restrictions. 

As a result, no fewer than 68 partners linked

up to a meeting organised on Zoom by
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KP 24’s Notation

Anyone seeking to join

the Kingsley Park

Partnerships’ success

story is asked to

contact us as soon as

possible. 

There are still some

shares available in

Ready To Run

partnerships,

including in KP24, the

owners of the winning

filly, Notation. 

Please register your

interest at:

partners@johnston.racing 

partnerships secretary, Claire Short, in

December.

During the call, Mark updated partners on the

success of those partnerships which were

coming to a close, and, assisted by Charlie,

introduced video footage of the, then, yearlings

making up part of the new partnership teams.

He spoke about how the horses are settling, any

issues which have arisen with them and

prospects for their future success.

He then invited questions and dealt with a

number of matters, ranging from gelding

policy, through entries and declarations, and to

the possibility of extending partnerships into a

third season.

Feedback on the Zoom call was excellent

and while it’s clearly preferable for partners to

get up close and personal with the horses, it’s

also good to know that we can fall back to this

technology if the current restrictions remain for

the foreseeable future.


